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12 P Platers in 12 months
Twelve young people have achieved their probationary licences through the
L2P Learner Driver Program over the past 12 months.
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Among them is 20-year-old Cianna Chaplin. She joined the program in April,
with only half the required 120 hours of compulsory practice logged. By late
September, she had completed enough hours with mentor Ross, and taken part
in some free driving lessons through L2P to obtain her licence.
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The change means life with her nine-month-old daughter will be easier,
travelling under her own steam to complete day-to-day tasks and to attend
medical appointments.
“If I needed to go out before, I could only go in nice weather because I had to
walk,” she said.
She has now become a huge advocate of the L2P program, successfully
encouraging some of her young family members to join.
L2P Program Co-ordinator Ross Palmer said about 40 learner drivers were now
enrolled in the program, and encouraged more full licence holders to consider
joining as volunteer mentors.
“If we had more mentors it would certainly open up more spaces,” he said.
The L2P Learner Driver Program helps young people aged 16 to 21 who have
their learners permit to get their probationary licence. It supports young people
who face major barriers or problems to getting their probationary licence,
including lack of access to a car or supervising driver, family support or
economic issues.
Click here to find out more about the program or contact Ross on 5036 2380 or
0427 182 241.

Did you know?
TAC are aiming to reduce
the road toll to zero. You
can be part of the solution drive safely TOWARDS
ZERO.

If you are interested
in supporting our
learner drivers,
contact
Program Officer
Ross Palmer on
0427 182 241.

Changes to night time driving rules for
learner drivers
The rule around supervised night time driving for Learners changes on 1
November 2017. From this date, the amount of night time driving required for
learner drivers will double from 10 to 20 hours.
The new arrangement does not mean that the total number of supervised driving
hours will increase. Learner Drivers will still be required to complete a minimum
of 120 hours of supervised driving.
The change will affect any learner driver under the age of 21 who is issued a
learner permit on or after 1 November 2017.
Why the need for change?
Young drivers are one of the highest risk groups on our roads and night time is
when half their crashes happen. That's why from the 1 November, the amount of
night time driving required for learners will double to 20 hours.
Driving at night is harder for all - especially novice drivers. Inexperience makes it
harder to adapt to the changing demands of the environment. And night driving
requires more skill and concentration.
Pedestrians and cyclists are harder to spot and steep descents or sharp corners
can be harder to navigate.
Remember to prepare for your Ps, you now need 20 hours of supervised driving
at night.
For more information go to the VicRoads website.

L2P news items
P Plate Success
Congratulations to the following Learner Drivers (and their mentors) who have
experienced the fantastic achievement of obtaining a probationary licence in the
last three months:
Learner Driver

Mentors

Achieved

Cianna Chaplin

Ross Palmer

Sep 17

Joma Hashimi

David Hackett

Oct 17

Jacob Fox

Rob McFarlane, Phil Tennent

Oct 17

Charlie Li

Ross Palmer

Oct 17

Fruit fly trap distribution
The L2P Driving Program is one of the local community groups that helps assist
Greater Sunraysia Pest Free Industry Development Committee distribute fruit fly
traps.
During the latest bait trap distribution (28 October), the L2P Driving Program
delivered 360 bait traps to residential properties.
Thank you to Dallas Williams, Asghar Awazali and Enayatullah Watantar for their
efforts and time in helping with the distribution, which on top of helping to fight
fruit fly, also secures valuable funds for the L2P Driving Program.

Road rules quiz
Question 1: In what order should cars proceed
through the intersection?
1. A and B then C
2. A then C then B
3. C then A and B
4. B then C then A

Question 2: Which one of the following statements about police and emergency
vehicles is NOT true?
1. Drivers must follow instructions from a member of the police force over any
other control or rule
2. Drivers must always allow an emergency vehicle clear passage when its
lights and sirens are on.
3. Drivers must stop if the twin red lights outside a Fire Station or Ambulance
Station are flashing
4. All vehicles that have flashing lights, like RACV patrol vans and construction
vehicles, have the same privileges as emergency vehicles

Question 3: Car A wishes to turn left, and then
right at the next intersection. What should Car A
do?
1. Turn left into the right lane so they can easily
make the next right turn
2. Turn left into the left lane and then move into
the right lane when it is safe
3. Proceed through the intersection and go
around the block to get into the street they
want.

Question 4: It is legal to exceed a posted speed limit if:
1. You are overtaking in a rural area
2. You are overtaking on a multi-lane highway
3. You are travelling downhill and there are no road safety cameras
4. It is never legal to speed

Question 5: Who should proceed last?
1. A
2. B
3. C
4. Pedestrian

Quiz answers on
back page.

Local business support continues
The L2P Driving Program relies on support and sponsorship from local businesses and organisations to allow
the program to meet the ever increasing demand from learner drivers for supervised driving.
The L2P program in Swan Hill is funded by the TAC for 25 learner drivers, but registrations in the program
have been hovering around the 30 to 40 level consistently over the past five quarters.
A big thank you to all the local businesses and organisations who have continued their sponsorship of the
program for another year, in particular:


Swan Hill Automotive Group



Murray Downs Golf and Country Club via the Club GRANTS program



Murray Mallee LLEN



WDEA Employment

And on behalf of the L2P Program I would like to wish all of our sponsors, supporters, mentors and learner
driver a very merry Christmas and a happy new year.
Please stay safe on the roads over the festive period and enjoy
the time with family and friends.
Ross Palmer
L2P Program Officer

Victoria’s L2P Program is funded by the TAC and
managed by VicRoads

Thank you to our local sponsors and supporters

Are you interested in becoming a Swan Hill L2P
sponsor?
Your business will be recognised as a major sponsor with advertising on the L2P car and in this L2P Driver
newsletter.
Contact Ross Palmer on 0427 182 241 for details.
Road rules quiz answers
1) 3

2) 4

3) 2

4) 4

5) 2

